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Starts with IO- 

IODATED ADDEIOT IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODATES ADEIOST IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODIDES DDEIIOS IODIDE, compound of iodine [n] 

IODINES DEIINOS IODINE, nonmetallic element [n] 

IODISED DDEIIOS IODISE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODISES DEIIOSS IODISE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODISMS DIIMOSS IODISM, iodine poisoning [n] 

IODIZED DDEIIOZ IODIZE, to treat with iodine [v] 

IODIZER DEIIORZ one that iodizes (to treat with iodine) [n -S] 

IODIZES DEIIOSZ IODIZE, to treat with iodine [v] 

IOLITES EIILOST IOLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

IONISED DEIINOS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 

IONISER EIINORS ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n -S] 

IONISES EIINOSS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 

IONIUMS IIMNOSU IONIUM, isotope of thorium [n] 

IONIZED DEIINOZ IONIZE, to convert into ions [v] 

IONIZER EIINORZ one that ionizes (to convert into ions) [n -S] 

IONIZES EIINOSZ IONIZE, to convert into ions [v] 

IONOGEN EGINNOO compound capable of forming ions [n -S] 

IONOMER EIMNOOR type of plastic (any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials) [n -S] 

IONONES EINNOOS IONONE, chemical compound [n] 

 

Contains -IO- 

ABIOSES ABEIOSS ABIOSIS, absence of life [n] 

ABIOSIS ABIIOSS absence of life [n -SES] 

ABIOTIC ABCIIOT ABIOSIS, absence of life [adj] 

ACHIOTE ACEHIOT yellowish red dye [n -S] 

ACTIONS ACINOST ACTION, to bring lawsuit against [v] 

ADAGIOS AADGIOS ADAGIO, musical composition or movement played in slow tempo [n] 

ADIOSES ADEIOSS ADIOS, goodbye (concluding remark or gesture at parting) [n] 

ALATION AAILNOT state of having wings [n -S] 

AMNIONS AIMNNOS AMNION, membranous sac enclosing embryo [n] 

AMNIOTE AEIMNOT vertebrate that develops amnion during embryonic stage [n -S] 

AMOTION AIMNOOT removal of corporate officer from his office [n -S] 

ANGIOMA AAGIMNO tumor composed of blood or lymph vessels [n -S, -TA] 

ANIONIC ACIINNO ANION, negatively charged ion [adj] 

ANTLION AILNNOT predatory insect [n -S] 

ANXIOUS AINOSUX full of anxiety [adj] 

ARIOSOS AIOORSS ARIOSO, musical passage resembling aria [n] 

AUCTION ACINOTU to sell publicly to highest bidder [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AVIONIC ACIINOV AVIONICS, science of electronics applied to aviation [adj] 

BAGNIOS ABGINOS BAGNIO, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

BARRIOS ABIORRS BARRIO, district [n] 

BASIONS ABINOSS BASION, part of skull [n] 

BASTION ABINOST fortified place [n -S] 
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BILIOUS BIILOSU pertaining to bile (fluid secreted by liver) [adj] 

BILLION BIILLNO number [n -S] 

BIOCHIP BCHIIOP hypothetical computer component that uses proteins to store or process data [n -S] 

BIOCIDE BCDEIIO substance destructive to living organisms [n -S] 

BIOFILM BFIILMO thin layer of microorganisms [n -S] 

BIOFUEL BEFILOU fuel composed of biological raw materials [n -S] 

BIOGENS BEGINOS BIOGEN, hypothetical protein molecule [n] 

BIOGENY BEGINOY development of life from preexisting life [n -S] 

BIOHERM BEHIMOR mass of marine fossils [n -S] 

BIOLOGY BGILOOY science of life [n -GIES] 

BIOMASS ABIMOSS amount of living matter [n -ES] 

BIONICS BCIINOS science joining biology and electronics [n BIONICS] 

BIONOMY BIMNOOY ecology (environmental science) [n -MIES]  

BIONTIC BCIINOT BIONT, living organism [adj] 

BIOPICS BCIIOPS BIOPIC, biographical movie [n] 

BIOPSIC BCIIOPS pertaining to examination of living tissue [adj] 

BIOPTIC BCIIOPT biopsic (pertaining to examination of living tissue) [adj] 

BIOTECH BCEHIOT applied biology [n -S] 

BIOTICS BCIIOST life science [n BIOTICS] 

BIOTINS BIINOST BIOTIN, B vitamin [n] 

BIOTITE BEIIOTT form of mica [n -S] 

BIOTOPE BEIOOPT stable habitat [n -S] 

BIOTRON BINOORT climate control chamber [n -S] 

BIOTYPE BEIOPTY group of genetically similar organisms [n -S] 

BRIOCHE BCEHIOR rich roll [n -S] 

BULLION BILLNOU uncoined gold or silver [n -S] 

BUNIONS BINNOSU BUNION, painful swelling of foot [n] 

CAMIONS ACIMNOS CAMION, military truck [n] 

CAMPION ACIMNOP herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

CAPTION ACINOPT to provide with title [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CARDIOS ACDIORS CARDIO, exercise involving heart and blood vessels [n] 

CARIOCA AACCIOR South American dance [n -S] 

CARIOLE ACEILOR small, open carriage [n -S] 

CARIOUS ACIORSU decayed [adj] 

CARRION ACINORR dead and putrefying flesh [n -S] 

CATIONS ACINOST CATION, positively charged ion [n] 

CAUTION ACINOTU to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CESSION CEINOSS act of ceding (to yield (to give up)) [n -S] 

CHARIOT ACHIORT to ride in chariot (type of cart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEVIOT CEHIOTV coarse fabric [n -S] 

CHORION CHINOOR embryonic membrane [n -S] 

CLARION ACILNOR to proclaim by blowing medieval trumpet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COITION CIINOOT coitus (sexual intercourse) [n -S] 

COPIOUS CIOOPSU abundant (present in great quantity) [adj] 

CRIOLLO CILLOOR person of Spanish ancestry [n -S] 

CULLION CILLNOU vile fellow [n -S] 
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CURIOSA ACIORSU pornographic books [n -S] 

CURIOUS CIORSUU eager for information [adj -ER, -EST] 

CUSHION CHINOSU to pad with soft material [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DAIMIOS ADIIMOS DAIMIO, former Japanese nobleman [n] 

DARIOLE ADEILOR type of pastry filled with cream, custard, or jelly [n -S] 

DEVIOUS DEIOSUV indirect (not direct (straightforward)) [adj] 

DICTION CDIINOT choice and use of words in speech or writing [n -S] 

DIOBOLS BDILOOS DIOBOL, coin of ancient Greece [n] 

DIOCESE CDEEIOS ecclesiastical district [n -S] 

DIOPTER DEIOPRT measure of refractive power [n -S]  

DIOPTRE DEIOPRT diopter (measure of refractive power) [n -S] 

DIORAMA AADIMOR three-dimensional exhibit [n -S]  

DIORITE DEIIORT igneous rock [n -S]  

DIOXANE ADEINOX flammable liquid [n -S] 

DIOXANS ADINOSX DIOXAN, dioxane (flammable liquid) [n] 

DIOXIDE DDEIIOX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

DIOXIDS DDIIOSX DIOXID, dioxide (type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical)) [n] 

DIOXINS DIINOSX DIOXIN, toxic solid hydrocarbon [n] 

DITHIOL DHIILOT containing two chemical groups both of which include sulfur and hydrogen [adj] 

DUBIOUS BDIOSUU doubtful (uncertain (not certain (absolutely confident))) [adj] 

DUPIONS DINOPSU DUPION, type of silk fabric [n] 

DURIONS DINORSU DURION, durian (East Indian tree) [n] 

EDITION DEIINOT particular series of printed material [n -S] 

ELATION AEILNOT feeling of great joy [n -S] 

ELISION EIILNOS act of eliding (to omit (to leave out)) [n -S] 

ELUSION EILNOSU act of eluding (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n -S] 

ELUTION EILNOTU act of eluting (to remove by means of solvent) [n -S] 

EMOTION EIMNOOT affective state of consciousness [n -S] 

ENATION AEINNOT outgrowth from surface of organ [n -S] 

ENVIOUS EINOSUV resentful and desirous of another's possessions or qualities [adj] 

EOBIONT BEINOOT type of basic organism [n -S] 

ERASION AEINORS erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n -S] 

EROSION EINOORS act of eroding (to wear away by constant friction) [n -S] 

ESTRIOL EILORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ETHIONS EHINOST ETHION, pesticide [n] 

EVASION AEINOSV act of evading (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [n -S] 

FACTION ACFINOT clique within larger group [n -S] 

FANIONS AFINNOS FANION, small flag [n] 

FASHION AFHINOS to give particular shape or form to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FERMION EFIMNOR type of atomic particle [n -S] 

FICTION CFIINOT literary work whose content is produced by imagination [n -S] 

FISSION FIINOSS to split into parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLEXION EFILNOX flection (act of bending (to curve)) [n -S] 

FLUXION FILNOUX act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n -S] 

FOLIOED DEFILOO FOLIO, to number pages of [v] 

FOLIOSE EFILOOS having leaves (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants) [adj] 
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FOLIOUS FILOOSU foliose (having leaves (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants)) [adj] 

FURIOSO FIOORSU with great force -- used as musical direction [adv] 

FURIOUS FIORSUU extremely angry [adj] 

FUSIONS FINOSSU FUSION, act of melting together [n] 

GABIONS ABGINOS GABION, type of basket (wooden container) [n] 

GALIOTS AGILOST GALIOT, galliot (small galley) [n] 

GALLIOT AGILLOT small galley [n -S] 

GLIOMAS AGILMOS GLIOMA, type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n] 

GLIOSES EGILOSS GLIOSIS, pathological proliferation of glial cells [n] 

GLIOSIS GIILOSS pathological proliferation of glial cells [n -SES] 

GOBIOID BDGIIOO fish of goby family [n -S] 

GRUNION GINNORU small food fish [n -S] 

HAVIORS AHIORSV HAVIOR, behavior (demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself)) [n] 

HAVIOUR AHIORUV havior (behavior (demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself))) [n -S] 

HELLION EHILLNO troublesome person [n -S] 

HEMIOLA AEHILMO rhythmic alteration in music [n -S] 

HERIOTS EHIORST HERIOT, feudal tribute or payment [n] 

IDIOTIC CDIIIOT IDIOT, mentally deficient person [adj] 

IMPIOUS IIMOPSU not pious (marked by religious reverence) [adj] 

JILLION IIJLLNO very large number [n -S] 

JUNIORS IJNORSU JUNIOR, to assist more senior lawyer [v] 

KATIONS AIKNOST KATION, cation (positively charged ion) [n] 

LAMPION AILMNOP type of light-generating device [n -S] 

LECTION CEILNOT portion of sacred writing read in church service [n -S] 

LEGIONS EGILNOS LEGION, large military force [n] 

LESIONS EILNOSS LESION, to cause abnormal change in structure of organ [v] 

LIONESS EILNOSS female lion [n -ES] 

LIONISE EIILNOS to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LIONIZE EIILNOZ to treat or regard as celebrity [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LIRIOPE EIILOPR stemless Asian herb [-S] 

LOGIONS GILNOOS LOGION, saying attributed to Jesus [n] 

LOTIONS ILNOOST LOTION, liquid preparation for external application [n] 

MAFIOSI AFIIMOS MAFIOSO, member of mafia [n] 

MAFIOSO AFIMOOS member of mafia [n -SI, -S] 

MANIOCA AACIMNO manioc (tropical plant) [n -S] 

MANIOCS ACIMNOS MANIOC, tropical plant [n] 

MANSION AIMNNOS large, impressive house [n -S] 

MEIOSES EEIMOSS MEIOSIS, type of cell division [n] 

MEIOSIS EIIMOSS type of cell division [n -SES]  

MEIOTIC CEIIMOT MEIOSIS, type of cell division [adj] 

MENTION EIMNNOT to refer to in casual manner [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MILLION IILLMNO number [n -S] 

MINIONS IIMNNOS MINION, servile follower [n] 

MIOCENE CEEIMNO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

MIOTICS CIIMOST MIOTIC, agent that causes miosis [n] 

MISSION IIMNOSS to send to perform specific task [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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MODIOLI DIILMOO MODIOLUS, bony shaft of inner ear [n] 

MORIONS IMNOORS MORION, type of helmet [n] 

MORRION IMNOORR morion (type of helmet) [n -S] 

MOTIONS IMNOOST MOTION, to signal by bodily movement [v] 

MOVIOLA AILMOOV movieola (device for viewing and editing film) [n -S] 

MULLION ILLMNOU to provide with vertical dividing strips [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MUNNION IMNNNOU muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n -S] 

NASIONS AINNOSS NASION, point in skull [n] 

NATIONS AINNOST NATION, politically organized people who share territory, customs, and history [n] 

NIMIOUS IIMNOSU NIMIETY, excess [adj] 

NIOBATE ABEINOT chemical salt [n -S] 

NIOBITE BEIINOT mineral columbite [n -S] 

NIOBIUM BIIMNOU metallic element [n -S] 

NIOBOUS BINOOSU NIOBIUM, metallic element [adj] 

NOTIONS INNOOST NOTION, general idea [n] 

NOXIOUS INOOSUX harmful to health [adj] 

NUNCIOS CINNOSU NUNCIO, ambassador from pope [n] 

OBVIOUS BIOOSUV easily perceived or understood [adj] 

OIDIOID DDIIIOO OIDIUM, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [adj] 

OPINION IINNOOP conclusion or judgment one holds to be true [n -S] 

OPIOIDS DIIOOPS OPIOID, peptide that acts like opium [n] 

OPTIONS INOOPST OPTION, to grant option (right to buy or sell something at specified price within specified time) on [v] 

ORATION AINOORT formal speech [n -S] 

ORIOLES EILOORS ORIOLE, American songbird [n] 

OSMIOUS IMOOSSU OSMIUM, metallic element [adj] 

OSTIOLE EILOOST small bodily opening [n -S] 

OVATION AINOOTV expression or demonstration of popular acclaim [n -S] 

PACTION ACINOPT pact (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n -S] 

PASSION AINOPSS intense emotion [n -S] 

PATRIOT AIOPRTT one who loves his country [n -S] 

PAVIORS AIOPRSV PAVIOR, paver (one that paves (to cover with material that forms firm, level surface)) [n] 

PAVIOUR AIOPRUV paver (one that paves (to cover with material that forms firm, level surface)) [n -S] 

PENSION EINNOPS to grant retirement allowance to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PEREION EEINOPR thorax of some crustaceans [n -IA, -S] 

PERIODS DEIOPRS PERIOD, portion of time [n] 

PETIOLE EEILOPT stalk of leaf [n -S]  

PHYSIOS HIOPSSY PHYSIO, physiotherapist [n] 

PILLION IILLNOP pad or cushion for extra rider on horse or motorcycle [n -S] 

PINIONS IINNOPS PINION, to remove or bind wing feathers of to prevent flight [v] 

PIOLETS EILOPST PIOLET, ice ax [n] 

PIONEER EEINOPR to take part in beginnings of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIOSITY IIOPSTY excessive show of piety [n -S] 

PIOUSLY ILOPSUY PIOUS, marked by religious reverence [adv] 

PLOSION ILNOOPS release of breath after articulation of certain consonants [n -S] 

PORTION INOOPRT to divide into shares for distribution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POTIONS INOOPST POTION, magical or medicinal drink [n] 
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PRERIOT EIOPRRT preceding riot [adj] 

PRIORLY ILOPRRY previously (in previous (coming or occurring before in time or order) manner) [adv] 

PSIONIC CIINOPS pertaining to practical use of psychic powers [adj] 

PULSION ILNOPSU propulsion [n -S] 

RADIOED ADDEIOR RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RADIOES ADEIORS RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RAMPION AIMNOPR European plant [n -S] 

RATIONS AINORST RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

RAVIOLI AIILORV Italian pasta dish [n -S] 

REGIONS EGINORS REGION, administrative area or division [n] 

REUNION EINNORU reuniting of persons after separation [n -S] 

RIOTERS EIORRST RIOTER, one that riots (to take part in violent public disturbance) [n] 

RIOTING GIINORT violent public disturbance [n -S] / RIOT, to take part in violent public disturbance [v] 

RIOTOUS IOORSTU characterized by rioting [adj] 

RONIONS INNOORS RONION, mangy animal or person [n] 

RUBIOUS BIORSUU ruby-colored [adj] 

RUCTION CINORTU ruckus (noisy disturbance) [n -S] 

SANIOUS AINOSSU SANIES, fluid discharged from wounds [adj] 

SAVIORS AIORSSV SAVIOR, one that saves (to rescue from danger, injury, or loss) [n] 

SAVIOUR AIORSUV savior (one that saves (to rescue from danger, injury, or loss)) [n -S] 

SECTION CEINOST to divide into sections (distinct parts) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SENIORS EINORSS SENIOR, person who is older than another [n] 

SERIOUS EIORSSU thoughtful or subdued in appearance or manner [adj] 

SESSION EINOSSS meeting of legislative or judicial body for transaction of business [n -S] 

SIGNIOR GIINORS signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n -I, -S] 

SIMIOID DIIIMOS simious (pertaining to simians (ape or monkey)) [adj] 

SIMIOUS IIMOSSU pertaining to simians (ape or monkey) [adj] 

SOLIONS ILNOOSS SOLION, electronic detecting and amplifying device [n] 

STATION AINOSTT to assign to position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STUDIOS DIOSSTU STUDIO, artist's workroom [n] 

SUASION AINOSSU persuasion [n -S] 

SUCTION CINOSTU to remove by process of sucking [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SYMBION BIMNOSY symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n -S] 

SYMBIOT BIMOSTY symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n -S] 

TACTION ACINOTT act of touching (to be in or come into contact with) [n -S] 

TALIONS AILNOST TALION, retaliation for crime [n] 

TAMPION AIMNOPT plug for muzzle of cannon [n -S] 

TAPIOCA AACIOPT starchy food [n -S] 

TEDIOUS DEIOSTU causing weariness (quality of being weary (tired (sapped of strength))) [adj] 

TENSION EINNOST to make tense [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TERNION EINNORT group of three [n -S] 

THIOLIC CHIILOT THIOL, sulfur compound [adj] 

THIONIC CHIINOT pertaining to sulfur [adj] 

THIONIN HIINNOT violet dye [n -S] 

THIONYL HILNOTY sulfinyl (bivalent radical) [n -S] 

TOMPION IMNOOPT tampion (plug for muzzle of cannon) [n -S] 
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TORSION INOORST act of twisting (to combine by winding together) [n -S] 

TRIODES DEIORST TRIODE, type of electron tube [n] 

TRIOLET EILORTT short poem of fixed form [n -S] 

TRIOSES EIORSST TRIOSE, simple sugar [n] 

TRIOXID DIIORTX trioxide (type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical)) [n -S] 

TUITION IINOTTU fee for instruction [n -S] 

TURIONS INORSTU TURION, thick new growth on plant [n] 

UNCTION CINNOTU act of anointing (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n -S] 

VARIOLA AAILORV smallpox (virus disease) [n -S] 

VARIOLE AEILORV foveola (small fovea) [n -S] 

VARIOUS AIORSUV of diverse kinds [adj] 

VERSION EINORSV to create new account or description from particular point of view [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VIBRION BIINORV vibrio (any of genus of bacteria shaped like comma) [n -S] 

VIBRIOS BIIORSV VIBRIO, any of genus of bacteria shaped like comma [n] 

VICIOUS CIIOSUV dangerously aggressive [adj] 

VIDIOTS DIIOSTV VIDIOT, habitual, undiscriminating viewer of television [n] 

VIOLATE AEILOTV to break or disregard terms or requirements of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VIOLENT EILNOTV marked by intense physical force or roughness [adj] 

VIOLETS EILOSTV VIOLET, flowering plant [n] 

VIOLINS IILNOSV VIOLIN, stringed instrument [n] 

VIOLIST IILOSTV one who plays viol or viola [n -S] 

VIOLONE EILNOOV stringed instrument [n -S] 

VIRIONS IINORSV VIRION, virus particle [n] 

VISIONS IINOSSV VISION, to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v] 

VITRIOL IILORTV to treat with sulfuric acid [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

WANIONS AINNOSW WANION, vengeance [n] 

WARRIOR AIORRRW one engaged or experienced in warfare [n -S] 

ZILLION IILLNOZ indeterminately large number [n -S] 

 

Ends with -IO 

AERADIO AADEIOR Canadian radio service for pilots [n -S] 

CHEERIO CEEHIOR greeting (salutation) [n -S] 

ROSOLIO ILOOORS liqueur made from raisins and brandy [n -S] 

SENECIO CEEINOS flowering plant [n -S] 

 


